XRY Camera makes it easy for forensic examiners and investigators to take photos and videos of mobile devices and relevant screenshots to complement their digital extractions.

Working with all MSAB platforms, you can now gather supporting evidence during forensic examinations of mobile devices and include the images and video in evidential XRY Case Files.
GATHER SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Photographs and video of mobile devices and their content add a valuable level of credibility to digital evidence presented in investigations and trials. XRY Camera makes it easy for forensic examiners and investigators to capture those images and video and use them in their reports. Using the product’s high definition camera, examiners can review what they want to record live on screen prior to capture and they can easily add examiner notes at the same time. Images can be viewed, selected and deleted as required and inserted into any relevant XRY category at any stage of the process.

CAPTURE VISUAL IDENTIFIERS AND SCREENSHOTS
Sometimes a screenshot is the only way to capture relevant evidence and help validate device extraction results. The screenshots show exactly how the information appeared on the screen of the device at the time of examination in an evidentially sound manner.
XRY Camera is particularly useful for capturing smudge markings on a smartphone screen, showing unusual identifying features or recording the IMEI on the device sticker underneath the phone battery.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
» Easy-to-use, high definition camera
» Review shots before capture
» Insert into categories
» Add pictures into secure XRY reports
» Validate your data and findings with screenshots

SPECIFICATIONS
» 8.0 Megapixel camera
» UHD resolutions up to 3264 x 2448
» Full autofocus lens
» Up to 30 fps live video capture (at full HD)
» USB 2.0 Video Class (UVC) interface
» Max shooting area: 13.46” x 10.04” [342 x 255mm]
» LxWxH (when folded): 10.91” x 3.07” x 1.89” [277 x 78 x 48mm]
» Weight: 1.28lbs [581g]
» USB cable length: 4.90ft [150cm]
» Color: Green

Contact sales@msab.com to get started